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We construct a theory of continuous stripe melting quantum phase transitions in two-dimensional metals and the associated Fermi surface reconstruction. Such phase transitions are strongly coupled but yet theoretically tractable in situations where the stripe ordering is destroyed by proliferating doubled dislocations of the charge stripe order. The resulting non-Landau quantum critical point has strong stripe fluctuations which we show decouple dynamically from the Fermi surface even though static stripe ordering reconstructs the Fermi surface. We discuss connections to various stripe phenomena in the cuprates. We point out several puzzling aspects of old experimental results [G. Aeppli et al., *Science* **278**, 1432 (1997)] on singular stripe fluctuations in the cuprates, and provide a possible explanation within our theory. These results may thus have been the first observation of non-Landau quantum criticality in an experiment.
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Over the last 15 years it has become clear that a tendency to charge and/or spin stripe order is remarkably common in almost all families of underdoped cuprates [1]. Recently the idea that quantum criticality associated with the onset of stripe order and associated Fermi surface reconstruction may be responsible for the non-Fermi liquid physics seen around optimal doping in the normal state has become popular [2]. Despite this strong motivation there is very little theoretical understanding of continuous stripe ordering transitions in a metallic environment. In a weakly interacting metal the stripe ordering transition can be formulated by coupling the fluctuating charge or spin stripe order parameter to the Fermi surface. Recent work shows that the stripe fluctuations are strongly coupled to the Fermi surface at low energies and there is no controlled description [3,4] so that the theory is poorly understood.

For the cuprates these difficulties are perhaps not directly bothersome since the weak coupling description of the stripe fluctuations is in any case unlikely to be the right starting point. Rather, as advocated in Ref. [5], it may be more fruitful to take a strong coupling point of view and regard the phase transition as a quantum melting of stripe order driven by proliferation of topological defects. A theory of continuous quantum melting phase transitions of stripe order in a metal is not currently available and will be provided in this Letter.

On the experimental side surprisingly little is known about the possible presence of quantum critical stripe fluctuations around optimal doping. An important and well known exception is a neutron scattering study of near optimal La$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$CuO$_4$ (LSCO) by Aeppli et al [6]. As we discuss below these results paint a rather intriguing picture of the singular stripe fluctuations.

Reference [6] measured the spin fluctuation spectrum in La$_{1.85}$Sr$_{0.14}$CuO$_4$ over a wide range of frequency and temperature near the spin stripe ordering wave vector. The width of the incommensurate peak (which is the inverse correlation length) increases approximately as $\sqrt{T^2 + \omega^2}$ as expected of a strongly coupled quantum critical point (QCP) with dynamical critical exponent $z = 1$. We would like to point out that $z = 1$ is rather surprising for a metal like near optimal LSCO. The spin stripe ordering wave vector clearly connects two points of the electronic Fermi surface measured by photoemission. In any metal that has reasonably sharp quasiparticlelike peaks (certainly in a Landau Fermi liquid which the metallic state is of course not but also in a marginal Fermi liquid and other non-Fermi liquid models [7] which it might be) the stripe fluctuations will be Landau damped. Usually this Landau damping is strongly relevant and leads to a renormalization of $z$ away from 1. Thus the observation of $z = 1$ is significant. It suggests that either the usual Landau damping mechanism is absent in the normal state or that the Landau damping is present but does not affect the quantum critical fluctuations. The latter possibility is a strong hint of a quantum phase transition beyond the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm.

Further evidence for a non-Landau QCP comes from measurements of the height of the peak of the incommensurate spin fluctuations. The imaginary part of the dynamic spin susceptibility satisfies $\chi''(\omega, T) \sim T^{-1.94\pm0.06}$ at low frequency. From a standard scaling argument [8] it follows that the anomalous exponent $\eta = 1.06$ for the critical spin fluctuations. Such a large value of $\eta$ is uncommon for Landau QCPs but is typical for non-Landau QCPs [9–15].

The absence of Landau damping effects is consistent with other observations of magnetic excitations in underdoped cuprates [16]. Pertinent to this is whether a pseudogap is present in the angle-resolved photoemission spectra
(ARPES) that partially gaps out the Fermi surface. If the hot spots lie in pseudogapped portions of the Fermi surface no Landau damping may be expected. At doping \( x = 0.15 \) LSCO has a pseudogap in the ARPES spectrum which opens below 150 K [17]. The neutron data of Ref. [6] extend from 300 to 35 K and evolves smoothly without noticing the opening of the pseudogap. Thus it appears as though the critical stripe fluctuations are indifferent to the fate of the Fermi surface.

In this Letter we construct a theory of continuous stripe melting quantum phase transitions in a metal and use it to propose an explanation of the puzzles pointed above. For definiteness we consider an orthorhombic crystal (tetragonal symmetry will be analyzed elsewhere [7]) with unidirectionality we consider an orthorhombic crystal (tetragonal symmetry will be analyzed elsewhere [7]) with unidirectionality. The spin at site \( \mathbf{r} \) varies as

\[
\tilde{S} = e^{i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \tilde{M} + \text{c.c.,}
\]

where \( \tilde{M} \) is a complex three-component vector. This kind of spin order will induce charge order at some wave vector \( \mathbf{Q} \). The spin at site \( \mathbf{r} \) varies as

\[
\rho_\mathbf{r} \sim e^{i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \psi + \text{c.c.,}
\]

with \( \psi \sim \tilde{M}^2 \). For strong coupling stripe melting transitions it is natural to expect that the spin stripe order will melt through two phase transitions—first the spin order goes away while charge stripe order persists (i.e., translation symmetry remains broken) followed by a second transition where the charge stripe also melts. Despite the presence of two distinct quantum phase transitions, the somewhat higher-\( T \) physics will be controlled by a “mother” multicritical point where spin and charge stripe order simultaneously melt (see Fig. 2). We postulate that the temperature regime probed in the experiments of Ref. [6] is controlled by such a multicritical stripe melting fixed point. We will provide a theory of the critical point where the charge stripe order melts, and the multicritical point where spin and charge stripe order simultaneously melt.

Melting of stripe order occurs through proliferation of topological defects. We focus on dislocations in the charge stripe order parameter. To understand the nature of these dislocations we note that the complex vector \( \tilde{M} \) may be written

\[
\tilde{M} = e^{i\theta_c} \tilde{N}
\]

with \( \tilde{N} \) a real three-component vector. The charge stripe order parameter \( \psi \) may then be written as

\[
\psi = e^{i\theta_c}. \tag{4}
\]

with \( \theta_c = 2\theta_s \). Stripe dislocations correspond to vortices in \( \theta_c \). If \( \theta_c \) winds by an odd multiple of \( 2\pi \), then \( \theta_s \) winds by an even multiple of \( \pi \). Single valuedness of the spin stripe order parameter implies that \( \tilde{N} \) also changes sign on going around such a dislocation. If \( \theta_c \) winds by an even multiple of \( 2\pi \), \( \tilde{N} \) is single valued. Thus the spin order is frustrated around odd strength dislocations but not for even strength dislocations (see Fig. 3). Formally Eq. (3) contains a \( Z_2 \) gauge redundancy associated with letting \( \tilde{N} \rightarrow -\tilde{N} \), \( \theta_x \rightarrow \theta_x + \pi \) at each lattice site. Odd strength dislocations are bound to vortices of the \( Z_2 \) gauge field.

Frustration of spin order at a single dislocation contributes a term to its energy that raises it compared to the energy of doubled dislocations [18]. This can occur even if there is no long-range spin order but substantial short-range spin stripe correlations. If this contribution dominates then it is energetically favorable to proliferate doubled rather than single dislocations. The corresponding stripe liquid phase was first envisaged by Zaanen and coworkers [19] and studied further in Refs. [20–22]. It is strictly distinct (meaning it cannot be smoothly connected to) the usual weakly interacting Fermi liquid. However the
distinction is extremely subtle and may easily escape detection by any conventional experimental probe.

When single stripe dislocations have finite core energy, at low energies both $\bar{N}$ and $b = e^{i\theta}$ become well defined. We may envisage four different phases (see Fig. 1). The spin stripe ordered phase has $\langle b \rangle, \langle \bar{N} \rangle \neq 0$, while a phase with charge stripe but no spin stripe order has $\langle b \rangle \neq 0$, $\langle \bar{N} \rangle = 0$. A phase with $\langle b \rangle = 0, \langle \bar{N} \rangle \neq 0$ preserves translational and time reversal symmetries but breaks spin rotational symmetry by developing a spontaneous spin quadrupole moment $Q_{ab} = N_a N_b - \frac{1}{4} \bar{N}^2 \delta_{ab}$ (such a phase is also called a spin nematic). Finally a phase with no broken symmetries but a fractionalization of the stripe order parameter. In the presence of itinerant fermions this latter phase has a conventional large Fermi surface while the striped phases with $\langle b \rangle \neq 0$ will have their Fermi surfaces reconstructed by the stripe order.

The phase $\theta_c(x, t)$ describes the local displacement of the charge stripes in the $\hat{x}$ direction at time $t$ (we take the stripes to run along $\hat{y}$) and its conjugate variable generates translations of the stripes along $\hat{x}$. An effective model that describes charge stripe fluctuations takes the form of a quantum $XY$ model for the phase $\theta_c$, where the analog of a chemical potential term that couples linearly to the conduction electron Hamiltonian which will reconstruct the Fermi surface. At the critical point this leads to eightfold rotations in the ordered phase, is is odd under both lattice reflection about $\hat{y}$ and time reversal.

We now discuss the charge stripe melting transition, initially ignoring the coupling of the stripe order parameter to the Fermi surface, and the pinning of the stripe order parameter by the underlying crystalline lattice. As the $Z_2$ gauge flux is gapped everywhere in the phase diagram we may safely ignore it to study low energy properties. A “soft-spin” effective field theory that captures the universal properties of all the phase transitions may then be written down in terms of the $b, \bar{N}$ fields,

$$S[ b, \bar{N} ] = \int d\tau d^2 x L_b + L_N + L_{bN},$$  (5)

$$L_b = |\nabla b|^2 + \frac{1}{v_c^2} |\partial_\tau b|^2 + r_b |b|^2 + u_b |b|^4,$$  (6)

$$L_N = |\nabla \bar{N}|^2 + \frac{1}{v_c^2} |\partial_\tau \bar{N}|^2 + r_N |\bar{N}|^2 + u_N |\bar{N}|^4,$$  (7)

$$L_{bN} = v |b|^2 |\bar{N}|^2.$$  (8)

In the spin disordered phases the $\bar{N}$ field is gapped and may be integrated out. Thus the charge stripe melting is described as an $XY$ condensation transition of the $b$ field. However the physical stripe order parameter $\psi = b^2$ is a composite of the fundamental $XY$ field $b$. Thus the stripe order parameter has critical power law correlations with a large anomalous dimension $\eta_\psi = 1.49$ [23]. This makes the universality class of the transition fundamentally different (but simply derivable) from the ordinary $XY$ universality class. Indeed the only physical operators at this transition are those that are invariant under the local $Z_2$ gauge transformation. For these reasons this transition has been dubbed the $XY^*$ transition in the prior literature [14,15,24].

Including the presence of a metallic Fermi surface leads, in the stripe ordered phase, to a term

$$\psi \sum_k \bar{c}_k \sqrt{g} c_k + H.c.$$  (9)

in the conduction electron Hamiltonian which will reconstruct the Fermi surface if the stripe ordering wave vector connects two points of the Fermi surface. In this case at the critical point or in the stripe melted phase this coupling will lead to the standard Landau damping of the stripe fluctuations,

$$\lambda_d \int dq |\omega| |\psi(q, \omega)|^2.$$  (10)

The relevance or irrelevance of this term (which is a long-ranged imaginary time interaction) at the stripe melting $XY^*$ critical point is readily ascertained by power counting. Under a renormalization group transformation $x \rightarrow x' = x / s, \tau \rightarrow \tau' = s^z \tau$, we have $\psi \rightarrow \psi'/ s^\eta_{\psi}$ with $\Delta = \frac{1 + \eta_{\nu}}{2}$. This implies

$$\lambda_d' = \lambda_d s^{1-\eta_{\psi}}.$$  (11)

As $\eta_\psi > 1$ at the $XY^*$ fixed point, the Landau damping of the critical stripe fluctuations is irrelevant. The energy density associated with the stripe fluctuations can also couple to the gapless modes of the Fermi surface. As argued in Ref. [22] these are irrelevant so long as the correlation length exponent $\nu_{XY} > \frac{2}{3}$, which is the case at the $XY^*$ fixed point.

Pinning of the stripe order by the underlying lattice is important for commensurate stripes such as the period-4 charge stripe. At the critical point this leads to eightfold anisotropy for the field which is known to be strongly irrelevant at the $2+1$-D $XY$ fixed point. Thus the $XY^*$ stripe melting critical point survives unmodified by either coupling to the lattice or to the electronic Fermi surface. On tuning through this transition the Fermi surface undergoes a reconstruction, through the coupling of the stripe order parameter to the conduction electrons as described above in Eq. (9).

A simple power counting argument [7] shows that the gap $\Delta_{FS}$ that opens at the hot spot scales with the distance to the critical point $\delta$ as $\Delta_{FS} \sim |\delta|^{(\eta_{\psi} + 1)/2}$. The scale of stripe ordering, i.e., the zero-$T$ stiffness of phase fluctuations in the ordered phase, is $\Delta_{stripe} \sim |\delta|^{\eta_{\psi}}$. As $\eta_{\psi} + 1 > 2z$, $\Delta_{FS}$ is parametrically smaller than $\Delta_{stripe}$.

Now we turn our attention to the multicritical point where spin and charge stripe order melt simultaneously,
i.e., both \( b \) and \( \bar{N} \) are critical, ignoring initially both the lattice pinning and the coupling to the Fermi surface. When \( \nu = 0 \) the multicritical point where \( b \) and \( \bar{N} \) both go critical is described by a decoupled \( O(3) \times O(2) \) fixed point where a small \( \nu \) term is an irrelevant perturbation \[25\]; thus, there is a finite basin of attraction.

At this decoupled fixed point the considerations above show that the coupling of the Fermi surface to the charge stripe order parameter \( b \) (and lattice pinning for commensurate period-4 stripes) is irrelevant. What about the Fermi surface coupling to \( \bar{N} \) ? First the coupling of the breeding mode of the Fermi surface to the energy density of \( \bar{N} \) fluctuations is irrelevant as \( \nu_{O(3)} > \frac{2}{3} \). Second, \( \bar{N} \) itself cannot directly couple to the particle-hole continuum at the hot spots of the Fermi surface as it is not gauge invariant. Rather what couples is the physical spin stripe order parameter \( \bar{M} = b \bar{N} \). The correlations of \( \bar{M} \) in space-time factorize into a product of the \( b \) and \( \bar{N} \) correlators at the decoupled fixed point,

\[
\langle \bar{M}(x, \tau) \cdot \bar{M}(0, 0) \rangle \sim \frac{1}{(x^2 + \nu^2 \tau^2)^{(1+\eta_b)/2}(x^2 + \nu^2 \tau^2)^{(1+\eta_\bar{N})/2}}. \tag{12}
\]

It follows that the \( \bar{M} \) correlators have anomalous dimension \( \eta_M = 1 + \eta_b + \eta_\bar{N} \), where \( \eta_b, \eta_\bar{N} \) are the order parameter anomalous dimensions at the \( O(3), \text{XY} \) fixed points respectively. The coupling of \( \bar{M} \) to the Fermi surface particle-hole continuum will generate a Landau damping term,

\[
\int d^2 q dq |\omega||\bar{M}|^2. \tag{13}
\]

By the same argument as below Eq. (10), this is irrelevant so long as \( \eta_M > 1 \) which is clearly satisfied. Another gauge invariant operator is the spin quadrupole operator \( Q_{ab} = N_a N_b - \frac{1}{2} u^2 \delta_{ab} \) which has scaling dimension \( \Delta_Q = \frac{1+\eta_b}{2} \) with \( \eta_Q \approx 1.43 \ [23] \). This has slow correlations near zero wave vector and so couples to the entire Fermi surface. However the coupling to the Fermi surface is only through four fermion terms. Consequently the damping of the \( Q_{ab} \) fluctuations by the Fermi surface is weak \[7\], \( \sim |\omega|^{\frac{1}{2}} |\bar{Q}|^{\frac{1}{2}} \), and is irrelevant.

We are thus left with the remarkable situation that the decoupled multicritical point survives the inclusion of the coupling to the Fermi surface (and lattice pinning). Clearly finite-\( T \) correlations will satisfy \( \omega / T \) scaling, with the dynamical critical exponent \( \tau = 1 \) despite the presence of the particle-hole excitations of the metal. Finally the structure of the critical spin stripe correlations determines the behavior of the dynamical spin susceptibility. A standard scaling argument shows that the temperature dependence of \( \chi_{\text{spin}}(\omega, T) \) measured in the experiments of Ref. [6] goes as \( T^{\nu / \eta_b} \). Using \( \eta_b = 0.04 \) and \( \eta_N = 0.04 \) (see, e.g., Ref. [26]) we find \( \chi_{\text{spin}}(\omega, T) \sim T^{-1 / \eta_b} \) in excellent agreement with the data of Ref. [6].

Thus our proposed theory resolves the puzzles posed by the singular stripe fluctuation spectrum. Several concrete predictions also follow from the theory for future experiments. First, the charge stripe order parameter will exhibit quantum critical scaling with an anomalous dimension \( \eta_g = 1.49 \). Second, so will the spin quadrupole (i.e., spin nematic) order with anomalous dimension \( \eta_Q = 1.43 \). Further, for \( g \leq g_c \), there are two (parametrically) different energy scales \( \Delta_{\text{Stripe}} \gg \Delta_{\text{FS}} \). The transition temperature for stripe ordering is set by \( \Delta_{\text{Stripe}} \), but in transport measurements the reconstructed zero-\( T \) Fermi-surface is only revealed for \( T \ll \Delta_{\text{FS}} \).

A different qualitatively nontrivial prediction of our theory is the possible existence of the stripe fractionalized metal phase in the overdoped side of the cuprate phase diagram. This phase has a conventional large Fermi surface of electronic quasiparticles and so can be easily mistaken for an ordinary Fermi liquid. The distinctions with the Fermi liquid are very subtle—the soft stripe fluctuations have a different character from a Fermi liquid, and there are stable gapped topological defects associated with the remnants of uncondensed single dislocations of the charge stripe order. Such gapped excitations do not modify the low-energy properties of the bulk system, making it very difficult to directly detect this phase. It may thus be more fruitful to focus on properties close to the phase transition into the stripe-ordered phase, which as we emphasized above has very unique features. In addition to this transition, at even higher doping, there will be a further quantum phase transition into the Fermi liquid, which was studied in Ref. [22].

Let us conclude by reiterating our main results. We constructed a non-Landau theory of a continuous charge stripe melting transition in a two-dimensional metal and discussed various puzzles posed by the existing well known experimental observation [6] of singular spin stripe fluctuations in a near optimal cuprate metal. We proposed an explanation of these puzzles in terms of a non-Landau multicritical quantum stripe melting transition where the spin and charge stripe orders simultaneously melt. Thus Ref. [6] may have been the first experimental observation of non-Landau quantum criticality. We outlined a number of predictions for future experiments. For the stripe melting transitions discussed here the decoupling of the critical fluctuations from the Fermi surface means that the Landau quasiparticle is preserved all over the Fermi surface (see Ref. [14] for a calculation in a different context). Thus this kind of stripe melting transition cannot explain most of the observed non-Fermi liquid single particle physics in the cuprates. While some other (possibly independent) mechanism is necessary for the destruction of the Landau Fermi liquid, our theory provides an explanation...
for observations related to the stripe fluctuations and subsequent reconstruction of the Fermi surface.
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[8] In the quantum critical region, the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility scales as \( \chi'' \sim \frac{1}{T^z} F\left( \frac{q}{T^z} \right) \), where \( \delta k \) is the deviation in momentum from the ordering wave vector. Thus the peak height at zero frequency, \( \lim_{\omega \to 0} \chi''(\delta k=0, \omega, T) \sim T^{-2z-\eta}/z \). From the experimental observations this peak height \( \sim T^{-1.94} \) and \( z = 1 \); it then follows that \( \eta = 1.06 \).


[18] We thank Steve Kivelson for pointing this out to us. Thermal melting of stripes by proliferating double dislocations was studied in Refs. [27–29].


